Abstract--The existence theorem of Peano for the fuzzy differential equation,
INTRODUCTION
Various investigators have studied tile existence theorem of Peano for fuzzy differential equations [1 7] on the metric space (E ~, D) of normal, convex, upper semicontinuous, and compactly supported fuzzy sets in R ~. The metric space (E ~, D) has a linear structure but is not a vector space, it can be imbedded isometrically and isomorphieally as a convex cone in a Banaeh space C([0, 1], C(S'~-I)), where S '~-1 is the unite sphere in R ~ [8] . Kaleva [1] has shown that the Peano theorem does not hold because the metric space (E ~, D) generally is not locally compact. It was shown in [3, 4] that if f is continuous and satisfies the Lipschitz condition or generalized Lipschitz condition with respect x, then there exists a unique solution to the Cauchy problem on We also note that there are some papers that claim the Peano-like theorem by restricting to continuous set-valued functions f defined on some locally compact subsets of (E n, D) [11, or consider other metrics on the space (E ~, D) [9] . But unfortunately, Friedman, Ma and Kandel [7] had pointed out the mistakes of these papers.
Nevertheless, the question of what conditions on f guarantee the existence of solution is still an open question. In [5] , the existence theorem of the Cauchy problem for fuzzy differential equations is obtained under some compactness-type conditions. Moreover, in this paper, the existence and uniqueness theorems for Peano of the cauchy problem for fuzzy differential equations are obtained under the dissipative-type conditions by applying the existence theorem of approximate solutions to the Cauchy problem given in [5] .
PRELIMINARIES
Let Pk(R n) denote the family of all nonempty compact convex subsets of R n and define the addition and scalar multiplication in Pk(R n) as usual. Denote where
u is normal, i.e., there exists an x0 G/{~ such that u(x0) = 1,
(ii) u is fuzzy convex, i.e.,
for any x,y C R n and 0 < A < 1, (iii) u is upper semicontinuous,
Then, from (i)-(iv), it follows that the a-level set [u] a • Pk(R '~) for all 0 < a < 1.
According to Zadeh's extension principle, we have addition and scalar multiplication in fuzzy number space E n as usual.
Define D : E ~ x E "~ ~ [0, co) by the equation,
where d is the Hausdorff metric defined in Pk(R'~). Then, it is easy to see that D is a metric in E '~ and has the following properties [10] .
(1) (E ~, D) is a complete metric space;
In the following, we recall some main concepts and properties of integrability and H-differentiability for the fuzzy-set functions [3, 11] .
In this paper, we denote Let x, y • E n. If there exists a z C E ~ such that x = y + z, then we call z the H-difference of x and y, it is denoted by x -y.
DEFINITION 2.2. A function F : T ---+ E ~ is differentiable at tl • T, if there exists a F'(tl) • E "~ such that the limits, lira F(tl + h)-F(tl) h---*+O h and lim F(tl) -F(tl -h) h~+0 h ' exist and are equal to F'(tl).
Here, the limits are taken in the metric space (E ~, D). At the endpoint of T, we consider only one-sided derivatives.
If F : T --~ E n is differentiable at tl E T, then we say that F'(Q) is the fuzzy derivative of F(t) at the point tl.
The integrability and H-differentiability properties of the fuzzy-valued functions can be referred to [3] . 
In addition, if F : T ~ E ~ is differential and F'(t) is continuous, then we denote F C C 1 [T, E~]. PROPOSITION 2.1. Assume that f E C[T x f~,ET~]. A function x : T ~ f~ is a solution to the pro blem x' -f (t, x), x (to) = xo if and only if it is continuo us and satisfies the integral eq uation,
f:
for all t • T [3] .
As preliminaries, we recall further the embedding theorem of fuzzy number space (E ~, D), which is a generalization of the classical R£dstrhm embedding theorem in [12] . PROPOSITION 2.2. There exists a real Banach space X such that E n can be embedding as a convex cone C with vertex 0 into X. The following conditions hold true [1] .
Multiplication by nonnegative real number in X induces the corresponding operation in E n"
(v) C is closed.
REMARK 2.2. If x : T ~ E n is differentiable at tl C T. Then, it is easy to see that (jx) (t) = j (x (t)): T -~ X is Frechet differentiable at tl • T and (jx)'(tl) = j(x'(tl))
, where j is the embedding in Proposition 2.2. Finally, in this section, we will state several comparison theorem on classical ordinary differential equation [13] , and some well-known results on abstract Banach space. 
PROPOSITION 2.3. Let G C R 2 be open set and g E C[G, R], (to, uo) E G. Suppose that r(t) is

PROPOSITION 2.4. Let G C R 2 be an open set, g E C[G, R], (to, uo) • G. Suppose that the maximum solution to the initial value probIem (2.1) is r(t) and its largest interval of existence of right solution is [to, to + a ). If re(t) E C[(to, to + a ), R] satisfies ( t, re(t)) c G for all t E
[to, to + a), m(to) <_ uo, and
where D+ is one of the four Dini derivatives, F at most is a countable set on [t0,t0 + a). Then, we must have [13] rn (t) _< r (t), for all t • [to, to + a). At first, we recall the existence theorem in [5] , for the approximate solutions to the Cauehy problem of fuzzy differential equations. 
For the Banach space X which appears in Proposition 2.2, we denote C[T, X] the space of a11 abstract continuous functions from T into X, its norm is given by
(xo, q), {y,,} C B(xo,q). (ii) ]V(t,x,y) -V(t, xl,yl)l <_ L. (D(x,xl) + D(y, yl)), (3.3)
for every t E [to, to + p], x, y, xt, Yl C B(xo, q), where L > 0 is a constant.
Then, V is called a function of L -D type.
DEFINITION 3.2. Assume that f E C[Ro, E~], and there exists a function V of L -D type such that D+ V(t, x, y) <_ g(t, V(t, x, y)) (3.4)
for all t E [to,to +p], x,y E B(xo,q), where . 1 [9] .
D+V (t, x, y) = h~n~o -~ IV (t + h, x + hf (t, x), y + hf (t, y)) -V (t, x, y)]. g C C[[to, to + p] x [0, oo), R], g(t, O) --O, and the maximum solution of the scalar differential equation,
u' = g (t, u), u (to) = 0,(3.
y~(t) e c[[to, to + ~,], x], and j is the isometric embedding from (E ~, D) onto its range in the Banaeh space X as in
DEFINITION 3.1. Assume that V: [to, to + p] x B(xo, q) x B(xo, q) -~ [0, oc)
is a continuous function provided 
Then, for any given ~ > O, there exists x~ E C 1 [[to, to + a~], B(xo, q)] (where a~ = rain{p, q/(M + ¢)}) such that jx'~(t)=jf(t,x~(t))+y~(t), z~(to)=Xo,
jx~,~(t) =jf(t,x,~(t))+y,~(t), x~(to)
=x0
~(t) • c[[to, to + ~], x].
For fixed natural numbers m and n, let
re(t) = V(t, xn(t),xm(t)),
It is easy to see that re(to) = 0. From (3. According to Proposition 2.3, and noting that u -0 is the maximum solution to the initial value problem (3.5), we get lim V (t, xn (t),xm (t)) --0.
m(t + h) -re(t) < L[D(xn(t + h),xn(t) + hf(t, xn(t))) +D(x,~(t + h), x,~(t) + hi(t, Xm(t)))]
+V(t + h,x,~(t) + hf(t, xn(t)),x,~(t) + hf(t,x,c(t))) -V(t, xn(t),x,~(t)),
From this, using Definition 3.1, we know that {x,~(t)} is a basic fuzzy-valued functions sequence in the sense of uniform convergence on [to, to + a]. In addition, noting that (E n, D) is complete, we deduce that {x~(t)} uniform converges to some continuous fuzzy-valued function x(t) on [to, to + a]. Furthermore, we have x(t) E C 1 [[to, to + a], B(xo, q)] and x(t) is a solution of the initial value problem (3.6) (see Theorem 3.2 in [41).
Next, we prove the uniqueness. Suppose y(t) is another solution of initial value problem (3.6) on [to, to + a]. Let
rrtl(t ) = V(t,x(t),y(t)).
Then, similar to the proof of (3.8), we have
D+ml(t) < g(t, ml(t)).
By proposition 2.4, and noting that the maximum solution of the initial value problem (3.5) is u = 0, we get m~(t) = 0. That is, x(t) -y(t). The proof is concluded. 
PROOF. In the proof of Theorem 3.2, we take V(t, x, y) ---D(x, y)
, then this proof is obtained immediately. 
then g is called a function of U1 kind. In what follows, we verify that {x~(t)} is a basic fuzzy-valued functions sequence. For any given e > 0, because g is a function of U1 kind, we know that there exists an 5 > 0, 5i > 0, ti E (to, to +p) and such ui(t) that has the properties of Definition 3.3. Take 
THEOREM 3.4. Assume that f C C[Ro,E~], D(f(t,x),O) <_ M, V(t,x) E Ro, and there exists a function g of U1 kind such that
lira l[D(x+hf(t,x) +hf(t,y)) D(x,y)] <g(t,D(x,y)) h-,+o -h ' Y - - '(3.
m(t + h) -re(t) _< D(x,~(t + h),xn(t) + hf(t,x~(t))) + D(x,~(t + h), xm(t) ÷ hf(t, xm(t))) + D(xn(t) + hf(t, x,~(t)), xm(t) + hf(t, xm(t))) -D(zn(t), xm(t)).
Consequently, by (3.11) and (3.12), we have
m~+(t)~g(t,m(t))+(~+l), tE[to,to+c~].
(3.14) 
In addition, by Iljz~(t)l L = Iljf(t,z,~(t)) + y,~(t)l I _< M + 1. It is known that D(xn(t),xo) = I ljz,~(t) -jxo
Iljx~ (t) -jx~ (t)II <-IlJf( t, xn (t)) -jr(t, xo)II ÷ Iljf(t,x,~(t))-jf(t, xo)ll + IlYn(t)-Y,,~(t)ll
Thus, we get
.~(t)=~(t)-~(to)<_(¼-±+~)(t-to), .~ t e [t0,t~].
Take natural number i such that ti < t n. Choose again n I ~ ~0 such that Assume that re(t) < u~(t) holds true no everywhere. Let t* = sup{{ I re(t) < u~(t), for t E [ti, t]}.
Then, re(t*) = u~(t*) > O, t~ < t* <_ to + c~ by (3.14), we have 1)
~'+(t*) <_ g(t*,.~(t*)) + + <_ g(t*, re(t*)) + ~i
< D+u~(t*).
On the other hand, we know re(t) > u~(t) whenever t E (t*, to + c~]. So 
= D+ui(t*).
This is a contradiction with (3.16). This implies re(t) < ui(t) < ~ whenever t C [ti,to + c~].
Letting t~ ~ 0, we know re(t) <_ e whenever t E (t0,to + c~]. By the continuity of fuzzy-valued function re(t), it follows that re(t) < e whenever t E [t0,t0 + c~]. Therefore, {xn(t)} is a basic fuzzy-valued functions sequence in the sense of uniform convergence on [to, to + c~]. 
n(t) = D(x(t), y(t)) = IlJx(t) -jy(t)II.
Then similar to preceding proof, we have
n~+(t) < g(t,n(t)).
For any given s > 0, referring to the proof of (3.15), it is known that there exists an ta E (to, t0+a) such that 5
n(t) <_ -~ (t -to)
whenever t E [to, t6].
Take natural number i such that ti < ts. Then, we have 5 n(td < ~(t~ -to) < ~(td.
Referring to the proof of the inequality re(t) <_ s whenever t E [to, to + c~], we know n(t) <_ s whenever [to, to + a]. Letting s ~ 0, we get
~(t)
-o,
i.e. 1
• (t) _= y(t).
The proof is completed. 
